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Abstract 
A word v is said to be a proper d-factor of a word u if c # u and UT L?Y = yc for some words 
x, J’. The family of words which have i distinct proper d-factors is denoted by D(i). According 
to the number of distinct proper d-factors of words, the free semigroup X’ generated by X 
can be expressed as the disjoint union of D(i)‘s. Words in D( 1) are called d-minimal words. 
d-Minimal words are often called non-overlapping words, dipolar words or unborded words. In 
this paper, we study the relationship between D’( 1) and D(i) concerning the basic properties of 
decompositions and catenations of words. We give characterizations of words in 02( 1) n D( I ) 
and D(2). We also show that sets D’( l)\O(j) and O(j)\D’( 1) are disjunctive. It is known 
that every disjunctive language is dense but not regular. We obtain the results that X*.0( 1) and 
Xi-D(2) are regular but X+D(i) is disjunctive for every i>,4. Served as an example of disjunctive 
d-minimal context-free languages, a disjunctive d-minimal context-free language is constructed. 
Moreover, we show that the well-known Dyck language is a free semigroup generated by a 
d-minimal bifix code. The languages of which the catenations consist of d-minimal words arc 
studied in this paper too. That is, some properties of d-minimality-annihilators of languages are 
investigated. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
K~~_wor& Formal language; Primitive; Context-free language; Combinatorics of words; Annihi- 
lator 
1. Introduction and definitions 
Let X be a finite alphabet with more than one letter and let X* be the free monoid 
generated by X. The elements of X* are called nor&. Any subset of X* is said to be 
a language. For u EX* and A CX”, let lg(u) denote the length of the word u and let 
IAl denote the cardinality of the language A. Let X+ =X*\{ 1 }, where 1 is the empty 
word. For a language ACX* and i32, let A(‘)={u’IuEA}. For A,BCX*, let the 
cutenation of A and B be the set AB defined by AB = {uu ( u E A, v E B}. Let A’ = A 
and A” =A”-‘A for nL2. 
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A word u E X+ is a primitive word if u = v” for some v E Xf implies that n = 1. Let 
Q be the set of all primitive words over X. It is known that every word u E X+ is a 
power of a unique primitive word (see [7]). The binary relation <<d on X* is defined by 
Vddu * u=xv=vy for some x,yEX*, where u,vEX*. 
For u EX”, a word v EX* is said to be a d-factor of u if v <d u. It has been shown that 
the binary relation <d is a partial order and the class of 2-ps-codes is equivalent to the 
<d-independent sets. For definitions and properties of 2-ps-codes and <d-independent 
sets, one is referred to [4, lo]. Here, we consider <d-free words, i.e., d-minimal words. 
A word u EX+ is said to be d-minimal if for v EX*, v # u, v <d u + v = 1. In other 
words, a d-minimal word is minimal with respect to the partial order <d. In [7], 
d-minimal words are also called d-primitive words. From the definitions of primitive 
words and d-minimal words, it is clear that every d-minimal word is a primitive word. 
Properties of the set Q and properties of primitive words are studied frequently 
for the reason that they concern the basic compositions of words. At the same time, 
properties of d-minimal words are also investigated in many researches. For instance, 
d-minimal words are also called non-overlapping words in [7], dipolar words in [13], 
or unbordered words in [ 11. Each element of a solid code is a d-minimal word [12]. 
Recently, Shyr, Tsai, and others reported further results related to d-minimal words in 
[3, 9, 14, 151. 
Beside the partial order <d, the other two partial orders needed in this paper are 
G p and d s defined as: for u, v E X*, 
vGpu * u=vw for some wEX*, 
v<,u @ u=wv for some wEX* [7]. 
For MEX*, a word VEX* is said to be aprejx (sujix) of II if vGpu (vbsu). For 
UEX+, we define the following two sets: 
Pre(u)={vEX+ )u=vw for some wEX*}, 
Suf(u)={vEX+/u=wv for some wEX*}. 
For A LX+, we let Pre(A)= UuEA Pre(u) and Suf(A)= UuEA Suf(u). For UEX*, let 
N(u) be the number of v E X* such that v <d u. For i B 1, let 
D(i)= {u 1 u E/Y+, N(u) = i}. 
Then D( 1) is the set of all d-minimal words over X, that is, 
D(l)={uEX+]for VEX*, v<du+n=l or u=u} [3]. 
Moreover, one must have X+ = Uj, 1 D(i) and D(i) no(j) = 0 if i #j. In this paper, 
we denote (D( 1))’ and (D(l))(‘) by D’( 1) and D(‘)(l), respectively. A non-empty 
language A is said to be d-minimal if A 2 D( 1). For a word u EX+, the language 
&={vEX*)v<dU} 
is called the d-descent of u. 
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In Section 2, we study some basic properties of decompositions and catenations of 
d-minimal words. For u, v E D( 1 ), we show that u+c+ C D( 1) if and only if Pre(u) n 
Suf(v)= 8. For a d-minimal word U, we give a characterization of the word w E Xf 
such that the catenation of u and any non-empty prefix of w is no more a d-minimal 
word. We also study some properties of the d-descent D, of a given word U. 
For A 2X*, the principal congruence PA of A is defined by 
u G U(PA ) if and only if (xuy E A H xvy E A for all x, y E X”). 
A language A such that PA is the equality is called a disjunctive language. We call a 
language A rrgular if the index of 94 is finite. A language A LX* is said to be dense 
if AnX*wX* #0 for all WEX +. It is known that a language A is dense if and only 
if A contains a disjunctive subset [6]. It is shown in [7] that Q and Q =X+\Q are 
disjunctive languages. It is also known that D(i) is disjunctive for every i3 1 [3]. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of disjunctivity of the differences and catenations 
of D(i), D(‘)( 1) and D’(l), which also give us some ideas about the relationships 
between these languages. We show that Dj(i) is disjunctive for every i> 1 and j>2. 
Moreover, D( i)\Dj( 1) and D(i)\D(‘)( 1) are disjunctive for every 1 <j <i. 
A non-empty language A 2 Xi is a bifix co& if A nAX’ = 0 and AnX+A = 0. 
We investigate certain d-minimal context-free languages in Section 4. A disjunctive 
d-minimal context-free language is constructed. For any word u E X* and a E X, let u, 
denote the number of a’s in U. Let X = (0, b}. A well known context-free language, 
the Dyck language LD, is defined by: 
We show that the Dyck language LD is a free semigroup generated by a d-minimal 
bifix code. 
Considering the catenation of a language with D(i), we derive that XfD( 1) and 
X+D(2) are regular but X+D(i) is disjunctive for i>4. Whether X+D(3) is disjunctive 
or regular is still unknown. However, we do not intend to find the answer of this 
question in this paper. When we consider the languages of which the catenations with 
a given language are d-minimal, we define the d-minimality-annihilators of languages 
as follows: 
Let A C: X-, A # 8. The set xdm(A) defined by 
C&,(A)={UEX+ /AU&D(l)} 
is called the d-minimulity-unnihilator f A. That is, the catenation BA of any language 
B in the d-minimality-annihilator of A with A is d-minimal. The concept of annihilator 
for languages is introduced in [ 1 I] and modified in [ 161. For more general properties of 
annihilators, the reader is referred to [l l] and [16]. In Section 5, we investigate some 
properties of d-minimality-annihilators of languages. Languages such that the respective 
d-minimality-annihilators are empty, finite, disjunctive or regular are investigated. 
Items not defined here or in the subsequent sections can be found in books 
[l, 2, 5, 71, which we use as standard references. 
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2. Some results of d-minimal words 
This section is devoted to the study of basic properties of d-minimal words. The 
relationships between D( 1 ), D’( 1) and D(i), i 2 2, are considered. As a word u E D(i) 
means N(u) = ID,] = i, the number of d-factors of a given word u plays an important 
role in the investigation of the d-minimal property of U. First, we investigate some 
properties concerning N(u) and D, for a word u E-Y+. 
Proposition 1 (Hsu et al. [3]). For any UEQ undjbl, N(uJ)=N(u)+j- 1. 
For a d-minimal word U, since N(u) = 1, from Proposition 1, the following corollary 
shows the d-factors of U’ for some i 3 1. 
Corollary 2. Let u~D(1). I’v<~uifor some i>l, then ~E{~,u,u~,...,u~}. 
From Proposition 1 and Corollary 2, we have the following two lemmas concerning 
properties of d-descents of words immediately. 
Lemma 3. Let u EX+ and let D, be the d-descent of u. Then 
(1) D, is a totally ordered set with the order <d. 
(2) Let v ED, and let w EX+. Then w <d v if and only if lg(w) d lg(u) and w ED,. 
Lemma 4. For u E X+, if u E D(i), i 3 2, then for every 1 <k < i, there exists w E X+ 
such that w <d u and w E D(k). 
A main result concerning the d-descent of words in D(i) is derived from Lemmas 3 
and 4 directly as follows: 
Corollary5. LetuED(i)forsomei~2andletD,={l~~u~<~u~<~...<~ui-l}. 
Then u,j E D(f), 1 <,i 6 i - 1. 
The concepts of totally ordered set and Uj E D(j) (as shown in Corollary 5) of the 
d-descent of words will be used in the rest of this paper frequently without special 
mention. 
Now, we consider the words in D( 1 ), D2( 1) n D( 1 ), Dk”( 1) n D(k + 1 ), k 3 1, and 
D(2). A characterization of d-minimal words is given in [9] as follows: 
Proposition 6 (Shyr and Tu [9]). Let u E Q. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) u is d-minimal. 
(2) UP s Q for all m < lg(u). 
(3) If uv = f” for some f E Q, v EX+ and n 2 2, then lg( v) 2 lg( u) and lg(f) > lg(u). 
A characterization of words which are not d-minimal is given in [3] as follows: 
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Proposition 7 (Hsu et al. [3]). Let u EX+. Then u @ D( 1) if and only if there exists 
a unique word v E D( 1) lvith lg(u) < i lg(u) such that u = 2:w~ for some w E X*. 
Considering the relationship between D’( 1) and D( I), a condition on words u, u such 
that U+V+ C D( 1) is given in [3] as follows: 
Lemma 8 (Hsu et al. [3]). Let u,c~X+. IJ‘ucED(~), then uakeD(l)andu”acD(l) 
j&r ecery k > I. Thus if uv E D( I), then U+D+ c D( 1). 
Extending the idea given in Lemma 8, we give a characterization of words in 
D2( 1) n D( 1) in the following proposition. 
Proposition 9. Let u, v E D( 1). Then the following three statements ure equivalent: 
(1) WED(l), 
(2) u+v+ &D(l), 
(3) Pre(u)nSuf(v)=0. 
Proof. Let u, c’ E D( 1). 
( 1) e (2): If u+u+ 2 D( 1 ), then clearly uu E D( I ). Conversely, from Lemma 8 UC E 
D( 1) implies u+u+ C D( 1). 
(l)@(3): Let uz,ED(l). If w E Pre(u)nSuf(n), then w<d UG;, wf 1 and w# ULJ. 
Thus uv +Z D( 1 ), a contradiction. Hence, Pre( u) n Suf (v) = 0. 
(3)#(1): Now, assume that Pre(u)nSuf(c)=0 and w<duu for some wEX*. If 
lg(w)> lg(u), then there exists wt EX+ such that w=uwt. Thus, wr <dU and WI # 1. 
This implies that v $ D(l), a contradiction. Similarly, if Ig(w) > lg(u), then there exists 
w2 E X+ such that w = wzv. Thus, w2 <d u and w2 # 1. This shows that u 4 D( 1), a 
contradiction. Hence, lg(w)d lg(u) and lg(w),< lg(v). That is, w E Pre(u) n Suf(r) or 
M’ = I. Since Pre(u) n Suf( c) = 0, w = 1. Therefore, uz’ E D( 1). 0 
The following proposition provides methods to construct words in D”+‘( 1) n 
D(k + l), k31. 
Proposition 10. Let x, y E Xf. Then 
(1) lfx,xiyED(l)Jbr some i>l, then x’yxJ~D(j+ I)fbr all l<j<i. 
(2) For i,j>l, ifx,x’y,y~~~D(l), then x’yxj~D(k+ 1) where k=min(i,j). 
(3) Let x~D(l) and let y~Pre(x)U Suf(x) with yfx. Then u=x’yxj~D(k + 1) 
where i,,j 3 1 and k = min(i, j). 
Proof. (1) Let u=x’yxj, where x,x’y~D(l) and 1 <j<i. Clearly, {I,x,x~,...,x/}& 
D,,. Conversely, let w E D,. We want to show that w E {1,x,x2,. . . ,xj}. From Lemma 3, 
it follows that either xj <d w or w d d xi. Assume that x.i <d w. Then w = xjw, = w2x I 
forsomewi,w2EX+.AswED,, ~=~~~=u~~forsomeu~,uz~X+.Hence,u=w~xi 
uI = u2w2xj =x’yxj. Clearly, lg(w2) < lg(x’y). Thus, w2 <r x’y and w2 csx’y, that is, 
w2 <dx’y. It turns out that x’y 4 D( 1 ), a contradiction. This implies that w <d x,~. By 
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Corollary 2, w E { 1, x,x2 , . . . ,x’}. Therefore, D, = { 1,x,x2,. . . ,x’} and hence u = x’yxj 
ED(j + 1). 
(2) By (l), if 1 <j 6i, then x’yxj E D(j + 1). Similarly, if 16 i <j, then x’yxJ 
E D(i + 1). 
(3) Let y E Pre(x) U Suf(x) with y #x. Consider u =x’yxJ with j < i. Clearly, k = j 
and {1,x,x2 ,..., xj}CD,. Let VED,. By Lemma 3, either XJ <d v or v <d xi. Assume 
that xj <d v. Then v = xiv, = v2xJ for some vi, 212 E X+ with lg(vi ) = lg(v2). We con- 
sider the following two cases: 
Case(a): Let lg(vi)= lg(vz)> lg(y). Then v2=vsy for some vs~X+. Since v3yxJ= 
v<dU=xJyxJ, us <,x’ and us <<s xi. By Corollary 2, us =x’ for some 1 <Y <i. Since 
v E D,, v # u and hence r < i. As i, j > 1 and r <i, v = x’yxj <,, xi yxj implies yx cp xy 
or yx <rx2. If yx cpxy, then yx =xy and y E Pre(x) fl &f(x) with y #x. It follows 
that y ED, and x $! D( l), a contradiction. Now consider the case yx <rx’. 
Case (a-l): Let y E Suf(x). Then x =x1 y for some xi EX+. This implies that yxl 
<rxi y and, hence, yxi =x1 y. Thus either y <r x1 or x1 cs y. It follows that y <d x or 
x1 <d x, respectively. One must have x Ff D( 1 ), a contradiction. 
Case (a-2): Let y E Pre(x). Then x = yxi for some xi EX+. This implies that x = yxl 
<r x1 yxt and, hence, yxi = xi y. Same as the proof in case (a-l), we have x $ D( 1 ), 
a contradiction. 
Case (b): Let lg(vl) = lg(vz)d lg(y). 
Case (b-l): Let yEPre(x). Then xJvi =v<d~=x~yxJ implies VI cpx and vi <,x. 
Thus x q! D( 1 ), a contradiction. 
Case (b-2): Let y E Suf(x). Then QXJ = v <d u = xi yxj implies v2 Gs y < ,x and v2 
<p x. Again, x q! D( 1 ), a contradiction. 
Thus, we must have that v<dxJ. By Corollary 2, vE{l,x,~~,...,xJ}. It turns out 
that DU={l,x,..., xj} and hence u E D(j + 1). Similarly, if u = xi yxj with i <j, then 
uED(i+ 1). q 
Proposition 10 shows that if x E D( 1) and y E Pre(x) U Suf(x) with y # x, then 
xyx E D(2). In the following theorem, we characterize the words in D(2). 
Theorem 11. A word u E D(2) if and only if there exist x E D( 1) and y EX* such 
that u = xyx and xPre( y) n Suf( y)x = 0. 
Proof. Let u E D(2). Then by Proposition 7, there exist x E D( 1) and y EX* such 
that u=xyx. As DU={v~X*~v<~u}, l,x~D,. Since u~D(2), ID,l=2. Hence 
Du={l,x}. Suppose zExPre(y)nSuf(y)x. Then clearly, X<dZ and Z<dXyX. This 
implies that D, # { 1, x}, a contradiction. Thus, xPre( y) n Suf (y)x = 0. 
Conversely, let x E D( 1 ), y E X*, u = xyx and xPre( y) n Suf (y)x = 0. Clearly, 1 ,x E 
D XYX. Suppose there exists z E OX,\{ 1,x). Thus, z<dx or x<dz. As x E D( l), one must 
have x < dz and lg(z) 9 lg(xy). Thus, z E xPre(y) n Suf(y)x, a contradiction. 
Therefore, DXyX = {1,x}, i.e., 24 =xyx E D(2). 0 
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From Proposition 10, one must have that words in D(k), k 32, are closely related 
to a word x F D( 1) and a word y E X* such that xy E D( 1). But for every u E D(l), 
there exists a word w such that uv $ D( 1) for every v <r w, u # 1. For a d-minimal 
word u, we now give a characterization of the word w EX+ such that the catenation 
of u and any non-empty prefix of w is no more a d-minimal word. 
Theorem 12. Let u E D( 1) und let w EX+. Then the following two conditions ure 
equivulent: 
(1) uPre(w) n D( 1) = 8, thut is, uv $ D( 1) ,$OY every> vE Xi with v < p w. 
(2) Suf(v)nPre(u)#0f or every v E Pre(w), thut is, there exist m 2 1 and ~1, ~42,. . , 
u, E Pre(u) such thut w = ul u2 . . u,. 
Proof. (l)*(2): Let uPre(w)rlD(l)= 0. Assume that there exists VE Pre(w) such 
that Suf(v) n Pre(u) = 0. Choose v E Pre(w) in such a way that lg(v) is minimal with re- 
spect to the property that Suf(v) n Pre(u) = 0. As uPre(w) n D( 1) = 0, uv $ D( 1). There 
exists VI EXf such that VI <duv. Since uED(l), lg(vt)< lg(v). If lg(vr)d lg(u), 
then VI E Suf (v) n Pre( u), contradicting the condition that Suf (v) n Pre( u) = 0. Thus, 
lg( cl ) > lg(u) and then v1 = 24212 for some v2 E X+. By uv2 = VI <d uv, v2 <d v. Clearly, 
lg(cz)< lg(v), v2 ~Pre(v)c:Pre(w) and v2 l Suf(v). As Suf(v)nPre(u)=0, Suf(vz)n 
Pre( u) = 0. This contradicts the minimality of lg(zl). Therefore, Suf( v) n Pre( u) # 0 
for every v E Pre(w). It turns out that w = UIU~ . u, for some m 3 1 and uI, u2,. , 
u,~ E Pre(u). 
(2)++(l): Let vEPre(w) and let Suf(v)nPre(tr)#@. Then, V=XU for some VEX* 
and U’ E X+ with U’ G,, U. Clearly, u’ Gs v. Thus, U’ <d uv; hence uv 61 D( 1). 0 
Theorem 12 shows that for u E D( 1 ), uv $ D( 1) for every v Gp w, v # 1, if and only 
if w E (Pre(u))+. Thus, for u E D( 1 ), x&(U) n (Pre(u))+ = 0. The characterization of 
N&,,(u) for u E D( 1) concerns the relationship between D( 1 )Xc and D( 1). But we are 
not going to characterize it in this paper. In this section, properties of d-descent of 
words are studied; characterizations of words in D( 1) are mentioned; characterizations 
of words in D2( 1) n D( 1) and D(2) are derived; and methods to construct words in 
D” n D(k) are given. 
3. Disjunctivity properties of Di(i) 
It is known that every D(i) is disjunctive and X’ can be expressed as the disjoint 
union of the sets D(i) [3]. This section deals with the disjunctivity properties of D.j(i) 
and Dc.j)(i) for i,j 3 1, which will give us some ideas about the relationships between 
these languages. First, we quote the following well-known property of disjunctive lan- 
guages needed in the sequel. 
Proposition 13 (see Shyr [7]). Let ACX*. Then the following two statements ure 
equivulent: 
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(1) A is a disjunctive language. 
(2) Zf u, v EX+, u # v, lg(u) = lg(v), then u $ v(PA). 
For a word u EX+, we let 
IN(u) = {v EX+ 1 u =,-my for some x, y EX*}. 
For any word u E X+, when we consider the powers of u, we have the following 
property: 
Lemma 14. Let u, v EX+. If v E D(i) and v E IN(um) for some i > 1 and m 2i, then 
lg(v) < Mu’). 
Proof. Let u EX+ and let v E D(i) with v E IN(um) for some i 2 1 and m 2 i. Assume 
that lg(v) > lg(u’). Then there is an integer i 6 j <m such that lg(d) < lg(o) < lg(d+' ). 
There exist UI,U~,U~ EX* such that u=utu2, v=(u2ut)jus where utu3 <,u and lg(y) 
< lg(u). Since u1u3dpu=uru2, u3Gpu2. Thus 1,u3,(u2u~)u3,...,(u2u3)ju3 ED,. As 
lg(o)>lg(u’), either j>i or usfl. Thus I0,)aj-t l>i+ 1 if j>i, or (D,J>i+2 
if 2.43 # 1. However, ID,) > i + 1. Hence v $ D(i), a contradiction. Therefore, lg(u) 6 
lg(u’). 0 
We need another lemma concerning the case of when the catenation of words is 
d-minimal. 
Lemma 15. Let u E X+. Zf there exist UI 6 s u, 2~~~24 such that ulvu2~D(l) for 
some v EX”, then lg(ut) + lg(uz)d lg(u). 
Proof. Let u EX+. Consider ut 6s u and 242 <r u. If lg(ut ) + lg(uz)> lg(u), then there 
exists x EX+ such that u = u4xu3, ut =xus and u2 = u4x for some 243, u4 EX*. Thus, 
u~~u~=xu3vu4x~D(1) for every VEX*. Therefore, if utvu2~D(l) for some VEX*, 
then lg(ul > + lg(u2) d lg(u). 0 
For the completeness of this paper, we quote the following results from [3]. 
Proposition 16 (Hsu et al. [3]). For every i> 1, the following statements hold true: 
(1) D(i) is disjunctive. 
(2) D(i) n Q is disjunctive. 
(3) D(i) fl Q(j) is disjunctive, where 1 < j<i. 
(4) Q\D(i) is disjunctive. 
(5) D’(1) is disjunctive. 
(6) D( j)\Q is disjunctive for every j 22. 
By Proposition 1, D(‘)( 1) C D(i) for all i 2 1. From the definitions of D(‘)( 1) and 
D’(l), it is clear that D(‘)( 1) C D’( 1). Consider a, b EX, a # b and ia2. It is clear 
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that a’-‘b is d-minimal. Since a, b E D( 1) &’ b E D’( 1). Thus a’-‘b E D’( 1) n D( 1). 
Hence D”( 1 )\D(i) # 0 f or all ia2. In addition, the following proposition shows that 
D(i)\D’(l)#V) for every i32. 
Proposition 17. Let u E D( 1) and let u’ E X+ with u’ cpu. Then uX-+‘u’uk E 
D(k+ l)\D”(l)fov every k>l and l<n<k+ 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 10 (3) uk+iu’uk E D(k + 1). Let uk+‘u’uk = vtvz~~. u, for some 
m 2 1 and vi ED(~), i = 1,2,. , m. We shall show that m > k + 2. First, there exists 
l<j<m such that lg(vtc2...vi_t)< lg(uk+‘)< lg(c,v2...um). 
Cuse (a): lg(viv2...rj)> lg(&+‘u’). Then uj =uiu’u’u”u~ for some ul,uz EX*, 
u~<~u, u~<~M, r,s>O. We show that r=O or s=O. Suppose r>O and s>O. Let 
ui uz = 1, then u < d Vj, a contradiction. Hence ui u2 # 1. It is now obvious that ui u2 <d v,. 
This yields a contradiction. Therefore, Y = 0 or s = 0, i.e., G’, = utu’u”u~ or uj = u~u’u’u~, 
where Y >O and s>O. 
Case (a-l): v, =utu’usu~. In this case, vi # Uj. Let v, =u,. Then u2 = 1. Since 
UI <~UIU’UJ~Vj, ~1 = 1. Hence viU2~~~Vj-1 =U k+‘. This means that vtv2 . . . P-1 E 
N(ukf’). By Lemma 14, lg(vt),lg(c2),...,lg(vj-I)< lg(u) and j - 1 =m - 13k + 1. 
Consequently, m 3 k + 2. Now, let V, # rj. In this case, ~1~2 . . vj-1 E N(uk) and 
,j - 13 k. However, since m > j, m 3 k + 2. 
Cue (a-2): rj=uiu’u’u2. In this case, v, #v,, Let UI =v,. Then ut = 1. Since 
242 <~U“U’ZQ = Uj, u2 = 1. Hence VI = u”u’. However, in this case, we have u’ <d ~‘1, a 
contradiction. Therefore, ~1 # u.;. Since rj+t . ~z+,,~N(zf), by Lemma 14 lg(vj+t),..., 
lg(c,)< lg(u). If u2= 1, then c,+~ .. .v,,,=u~ and m-j>k. Since j>2, m>k+2. If 
u2 # 1, then m - j>k - 1. Since j>2, m3k + 2. 
Cuse (b): lg(vtv~ v,)< lg(ukf’ ’ u ). In this case, v, = ulu’u~, where ul csu, u3 
<pu’ and ~30. Assume r>O. Let u=usr=flui, where z,fi~X*. Then Vj=ut(usS1)“ 
u3 = u,u3+lx)‘- U~=U~(~U~)~U~=L~I(~UI))--‘I~)U~U~. Hence, ulu3<dv,j, a contradic- 
tion. Therefore, Y = 0, i.e., Z’j = uius. Note that VI # oj # urn. This implies that VI 02 . 
Cj-1 E N(u~). Again, lg(U~),lg(V~),.~.~Ig(~~~~)6 lg(u) and .j - 1 >k. Since m>j, 
m>,k+2. I7 
It is known that D( 1 )\X C D2( 1) [ 151. But D(i)\X’ g D’+‘( 1) for i 3 2. For example, 
let {a, b} LX. Then (ubj)j+‘uabj E D(2) f~oi+~( 1) for all j> 1. From the proof of 
Proposition 17, one has that (ubj)j+‘aubj 4 Dk( 1) for all k <.j + 1, which we are not 
intend to prove in this paper. It turns out that (abj)j+‘aabj E D(2)\D3(1) for every 
j >2. Before we go further, we need the following two properties concerning the 
relationships between lengths of words and the property of d-minimality of catenations 
of these words. The first one is an immediate consequence of Proposition 7. 
Remark 18. Let {a, 6) LX and let x E X+. Then amxb E D( 1) for every m 3 lg(x). 
From Proposition 9 and Remark 18, we have the following property: 
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Proposition 19. Let {a, b} LX and let x, y E bX* with x # y. If (1) lg(x) = lg(y) or 
(2) lg(x) > lg(y) and x E yaY*, then for k 3 lg(x) > lg(y), (akxb)‘(akyb>j E D( 1) and 
(akyb)j(okxb)’ E D( 1) for all i,j 3 1. 
Proof. From Remark 18, it follows that akxb, akyb E D( 1). Moreover, it is easy to 
see that Pre(akxb) n Suf(akyb) = 0 and Suf(akxb) n Pre(akyb) = 0. By Proposition 9, 
(akxb)'(ak yb)j E D( 1) and (akyb)j(akxb)’ E D( 1) for all i 3 1. 0 
Now, we continue our consideration of the properties related to these three languages 
DC’), D(i) and D’(l). 
Proposition 20. Let 1x122 and let i 22. Then D(i)\Dj( 1) and D(i)\@( 1) are dis- 
junctive for every 1 <j 6 i. 
Proof. Let {a, b} CX. For u, v EX”, u # v, n > 1, let m = lg(bub) = n + 2 and take 
- - 
U = a”bub and U = a”bvb. Then by Remark 18, u, v E D( 1). Let x = z?iamEi-*amb and let 
y = b. Then xuy = ~‘a”‘ii’-’ and xvy = z~~u~z~‘-*E By Proposition 17, xuy E D(i)\Dj( 1) 
for every 1 <j < i. Since Dck)( 1) C Dk( 1) for all k > 1, xuy E D(i)\D(i)( 1) for every 
1 <j<i. By Proposition 19, zir7’veD( 1) for all r> 1. Assume that xvy = z?a”r7-*iY$! 
D( 1). By Proposition 7, there exists w E D( 1) with Ig(w) 6 k lg(z?a”5’-*z?) < lg(U’) 
such that w< ~‘a”‘t.?*~. Thus, w=Ukul for some k>O and ut EX+ with ur d,zi. d 
Since w E D( 1 ), k = 0 and then w = ur . That is, w <r U. By w <d ~7~‘a”z7-~~ and lg( 6) = 
lg(U), w <, V. This implies that w <d UV and UV $ D( 1). This contradicts the result 
that Zs’v E D( 1) for all Y 2 1. Hence, xvy E D( 1). Of course, xay $ D(i). Therefore, 
u $ u(pD(i)\oI(t)) and u $ r(J’D(i)\o(,)(t)) for every u, u EX+, u # u, l&u) = lg(v). By 
Proposition 13, D(i)\Di( 1) and D(i)\D(j)( 1) are disjunctive. 0 
Proposition 21. Let 1x12 2. Then D’( 1 )\D(i) is disjunctive for every i 3 2. 
Proof. Let {a, b} CX and let i>2. Consider u, v EX”, u # v, n 3 1. Let m = lg(bu) 
= n + 1. Then by Remark 18, a”bubE D( 1). From Proposition 1, it follows that 
N((Pbub)‘) = i. Thus (a”bub)’ E D(i) n D’( 1). On the other hand, by Proposition 19, 
(a”bub)‘-‘(a”bvb) E D( 1) and hence (a”bub)‘-‘(a”bvb) E D’( l)\D(i). Thus, u + 
~(~IY(I)\D(~)) for every u, u EX+, u # v, lg(u) = lg(v). By Proposition 13, D’(l)\D(i) 
is disjunctive. 0 
For every two disjoint non-empty languages A,B CX*, the pair (A,B) is said to be a 
quasi-disjunctive pair if for every u, v E X+, u # v, lg(u) = lg(v), there exist x, y E X* 
such that either (i) xuy E A and xvy E B or (ii) xvy E A and xuy E B [7]. From the proofs 
of Propositions 20 and 21, it is clear that (D(i)\D(j)( 1 ), D( 1)) and (D’( 1 )\D( 1 ), D( 1)) 
are quasi-disjunctive pairs for every i 2 2 and 1 <j < i. 
Before we turn to studying the catenation of non-empty languages A C X+ and D(i) 
for i34, we state the following lemma and two properties, which will be applied 
without special mention in the proof of the next theorem. 
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Lemma 22. Let u, v E X+, u/v. Ifw<du, v~Pre(u)USuf(u) and u@X+vX+, then 
Ig(w)<lg(v). That is, if w<d u, v E Pre(u) u Suf(u) and v 4 FV(u’), where u E Xu’X, 
then lg( w) d Ig( v). 
Proof. Let u EX+ and let w <d u. Then u =xlw = wx2 for some XI ,x2 E X+. Con- 
sider v E Pre(u) U Suf(u) with v # u and u $J X+vX+. Assume that lg(w) >lg(v). Then 
VE Pre(w)USuf(w) and vfw. That is, w=vyl or w=yzv for some yl,y2 EX+. 
Thus, u =xlvyl or u =x2uy2. This contradicts the condition that u $X+vX+. Hence, 
lg(w) d k(v). 0 
One should note that if u, v EX+, u~D(l) (or v~D(1)) and W<dUv, then lg(w)< 
lg(v) (or lg(w) d lg(u)). Another concept used in the proof of the following theorem 
is that if w<d u and u = ~1~2~3 for some ~1, ~2, ~3 EX” such that lg(w) <lg(ul ) and 
lg(w)<lg(uj), then w<,ul and w<,u3, that is, w<dU]U3. 
Theorem 23. Let 1x132 and i >4. Then AD(i) is disjunctive for every non-empty 
language A 2 X+. 
Proof. Let {a, b} C X and let f E A\AX+. For u, v E X”, u # v‘, m 3 1, let U = a3m+2bub 
a2mb and let V = a3m+2bvba2mb. Then by Remark 18, U, V E D( 1). By Proposition 1, 
N(i?)=i. Thus, fti’ E AD(i). Now consider the word U”t;. By Proposition 19, Gji,;~ 
D( I ) for all j> 1. Let z E Suf(G’-‘E) and let y <dz. Then we have the following six 
cases: 
(1) z =akbuba2”bfijG for some k,j>O. As z?fi E D(l), lg(y)<lg(akbuba2’“b)61g(C). 
Then y<dakbuba2’“bfi. Since akbub e N(ak-‘buba2”ba3”+2bvba2m), lg(y)dlg(a”bub) 
<lg(vba2”b). It follows that y <dakbubvba2”b. Now, we consider the following two 
subcases: (a) If k>2m, then ak $ N(akP’bubvba2”). It follows that lg(y)<lg(ak). The 
only case which can hold is y = 1. (b) If k <2m, then a2”‘b $! N(a2m-‘bubvba2m). Thus 
lg(y) <lg(a2”b). Hence y = akb or y = 1. Therefore, DZ = { 1) or D, = 
{ l,akb}. 
(2) z = u’ba2”bCjG for some ja0 and u’ dsu. Since z7jt; E D( 1 ), lg(y) dlg(u’ba2”b) 
<lg(vba2”‘b). Thus y<d u’ba2mbvba2mb. Consider the following two subcases: (i) If 
u’ba2”‘b ds vba2mb, then lg(y)<lg(u’ba2”). As y<d u’ba2”‘bvba2mb, y EXIT and then 
y<,u’b. Thus, lg(y)<lg(u’b)<lg(a2”b). Hence, y= 1 or y =akb for some k>O. It 
follows that D, = {l,akb} for some kg0. (ii) If u’ba2mbdsvba2mb, then u’ba2”‘b<dz. 
Also from subcase (i), in this subcase, we must have that D, = { l,akb, u’ba2mb} for 
some k 20. 
(3) z=akbzTiC for some jb0 and O<k<2m. Since ziJ1:~D(l), lg(y)dlg(akh). 
Then, clearly, y= 1 or y=akb, that is, DZ = { I,akb}. 
(4) z =akbvbaZmb for some k>O. If k >2m, then ak $ IN(a”-‘bvba’“). Thus, lg(y) 
d lg(ak). The only case can hold is y=l . Now if k 62m, since a2”b@ IN(a2”-‘bvba2m), 
then lg(y) <lg(a2mb). From y <dakbvbaZmb, it follows that y = a”b or y = 1. Hence 
D,=(l) or DZ={l,akb}. 
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(5) z = v’ba2mb, where v’<~v. Then there exist O< k <<m and x EX* such that 
v’ba2”b = akbxa2”‘b. Since a2”‘b B: IN(ak-’ bxa2”), lg(y) < lg(a2”b). Thus, y = 1 or 
y=akb. Hence, D, = {l,akb} for some O<k<m. 
(6) z=akb for some k30. Clearly, z~D(1). Then Dz={l}. 
Hence, N(z)~{1,2,3} and z E D( 1) u D(2) U D(3). That is, every suffix of U’-‘6 
is not in D(i) for i 24. Thus, fz7-1 6 = f(a3”+2buba2”b)i-1(a3”+2bvba2”b) $! AD(i) 
where i>4. Therefore, for i>4, u$ v(P,o(i)) for every u,vEX+, v# v, lg(u)= lg(v). 
By Proposition 13, AD(i) is disjunctive for every non-empty language A C Xf and 
every i34. 0 
By duality one should have that D(i)A is also disjunctive for every i 24 and every 
non-empty language A C X+. As an immediate consequence, we have the following: 
Corollary 24. For i,>l, j= 1,2 ,..., k, $ i, 24 or ik 24, then D(il)D(iz). . .D(ik) iS 
disjunctive. 
By Theorem 23, AD(i) is disjunctive for every non-empty language A C Xf and 
i 24. For i = 1 and i = 2, we consider the following two cases. 
Proposition 25. Let /XI >2. Then 
(1) X+D(l)=X+X. 
(2) X+D(2)=X+X2\(U,,,X(X\{a))+a). 
Proof. ( 1) Since X C D( 1 ), X+X C: X+D( 1). By D( 1) C Xf, X+D( 1) &X+X+ =X+X. 
Thus X+D(l)=X+X. 
(2) First, we show that X+D(2) C X+X2\(l& X(X\{a})+a). Let u E X+D(2). 
Then lg(u) >3 and u E X+X2. Assume that u E UaEX X(X\{a})‘a. That is, there exists 
VEX+ such that v<,u and VEU,,, (X\{a})*u. If v E X, then of course, v E D(1). If 
a 6 U&X (X\(a)) +a, then, since every proper prefix of v does not contain letter a, by 
the definition of a d-minimal word, every non-empty suffix of v is d-minimal. Thus, 
u 4 X+D(2), a contradiction! Hence u E X+X2\(lJ,,, X(X\{a})+a). Conversely, we 
show that X+X2\(lJ,,, X(X\{a})+a) C X+D(2). Let u E X+X2\(lJ,,, X(X\{u})+a) 
and let u=ala2... a,,, for aiEX, i=1,2,...,m, ma3. Ifa,=a,_l, then uEX+a,,_l 
a, C X+D(2). If a, #a,_], then, since u 4 UuEX X(X\{a})‘a, there exists ai = a,,, for 
some 2<i<m-2. Let i be the number such that if 1, ifm, ai=a, and aj#aM for 
every i + 1 <j bm - 1. Then aiai+i . a, E a,(X\{a,})+a,. Clearly, aiai+i . . a, E 
D(2) for some 1 <i <m. Thus, u E X+a,ai+r a,,, g X+D(2). •I 
From Proposition 25, it is clear that XfD( 1) and XiD(2) are regular and hence not 
disjunctive. Thus, the property of D(i) for i 2 4 proposed in Theorem 23 does not hold 
for D( 1) and D(2). The question of whether there is a non-empty language A such 
that AD(3) is not disjunctive is open, but will not be discussed in this paper. We now 
show that the catenation of D(i) itself for every i> 1 is disjunctive. 
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Theorem 26. Let {a, b} CX. Then ok(i) is disjunctive for k 3 1 and i 3 1. 
Proof. Let u, v E X”, ufv, mal. By Remark 18, a”‘+‘bubED(l) for every i&l. As 
aED(1) and a “‘+jbub ED(~), by Proposition 10, a’“fibuba’-’ E D(i). Now, we show 
that (am+‘bubai-‘);am+i bvba’-’ 6 D(i) for all j > 1. By Proposition 19 (am+2i-‘bub)‘-’ 
am+2i-‘bvb E D( 1) for every j > 2. From Remark 18, am+2i-‘bvb E D( 1). Thus, w = 
(a mf2i-’ bub).j-’ am+2i-’ bvb E D( 1) for all j > 1. Hence, if z <dam+;bubw, then lg(z) < 
lg(a”+‘bub) = lg(am+’ bvb). It follows that z <damfibubum+‘bvb. Since m +i > lg(v) and 
u # v, z = 1. This implies that a”+’ bubw E D( 1). Since a E D( 1) and a”+‘(bubw) E D( 1 ), 
by Proposition 10, 
(am+‘bubaJ-l)jam+ibvba’-’ = am+ibnbwai-l E D(i) 
for every j >, 1. Condiser x = (a”+‘bubai-‘)ikam+‘b and y = ba’-‘. Then 
Since nuy = (a m+ib&-t )ik(am+ibubai-l )= (am+ibubai-l )ik+l 2 
IN(xuy) n D(i), then lg(w) ~lg((am+ibubai-‘)i). Thus, 
xuy= (,‘“+ibab&‘)‘k+i 4 Dk(+ 
Therefore, u $ v(Pok,;)). By Proposition 13, ok(i) is disjunctive 
by Lemma 14, if w E 
for k>l and i>l. 
0 
Our previous results concerning the disjunctive and regular properties of D( 1) related 
languages can now be summarized in the following way: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
with i 2 j > 1; D(i)\Dj( 1) and D(i)\D(j)( 1) are disjunctive; 
with k 3 1 and i 2 1; ok(i) is disjunctive; 
with k>l, i134 or ik>4, and ij>l for j= 1,2,...,k - 1; D(il)D(iz)...D(ik) 
is disjunctive; 
with i 34, A CX+ and A # 0; AD(i) is disjunctive; 
X+D( 1) and X+D(2) are regular. 
4. d-minimal context-free languages 
In this section, we investigate the properties of some d-minimal context-free lan- 
guages. By constructing a special kind of d-minimal context-free languages, we try to 
characterize the context-free grammas which generate d-minimal languages. First, we 
consider a condition stronger than the condition of d-minimality. Two words u, v E X+, 
u# o, are said to be non-overlapped if Pre(u)fl Suf(v)=B and Suf(u)nPre(u) = 0. 
A language A C X+ is non-overlapped if A C D( 1) and u, v E A, u # v, implies u and v 
are non-overlapped. Clearly, every non-overlapped language is a d-minimal bifix code. 
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But, there is a d-minimal bifix code which is not non-overlapped. For instance, let 
{a,b} LX. Consider A = {ab,ba}. Then A is a d-minimal bifix code but not a non- 
overlapped language. The following proposition is a characterization of non-overlapped 
languages which concerns the relationships between the non-overlapped languages and 
the d-minimal languages. 
Proposition 27. Let A C P. Then A is a non-overlapped language if and only ij 
ACD(l) andA*\A(*)CD(l). 
Proof. Let A C X’. Assume that A is a non-overlapped language. Then A & D( 1). 
Now, let u, u E A, u # v, that is, uv E A*\A(*). Suppose there exists w EX+ such that 
w <d uv. If lg(w) > lg(u), then there exists w’ EX+ such that w = uw’. Thus, w’ <d v 
and A $2 D( 1). This contradicts the assumption that A is non-overlapped, Similarly, 
lg(w)> lg(v) implies a contradiction to the assumption. If lg(w) <lg(u) and lg(w) < 
lg( v), then w E Pre(u) n Suf(v), a contradiction. Therefore, there exists no w EX+ such 
that w <d uv. Hence, uv E D( 1) and A2\Ac2) C D( 1). 
Conversely, assume that A C D( 1) and A*\A(*) C D( 1). Consider u, v E A, u # u. Then 
uv E A*\A”). If there exists w E Pre(u) fi Suf(v), then w <d MU. Thus uv $! D( 1). This 
contradicts the assumption that A*\A(*) C D( 1). This implies that Pre(u) n Suf(u) = 0 
for every u, v E A, u # v and A CD(l), i.e., A is non-overlapped. q 
Furthermore, for the powers of a non-overlapped language, we have the following 
property: 
Proposition 28. Let A C X+ be u non-overlapped language and let w E A” for some 
m 2 1. If there exists u E X+ such that u <d w, then u E A’ for some 1 d i d m. 
Proof. Let WEA”‘, that is, w=wIw~...w, for some WI,W~,...,W,,,EA. Let UEX+ 
be such that u <d w. Then there exist 1 <j <m and ur EX+ with u1 6, wj such that 
u=w, . . . Wj_lUl. Thus, U1 <dWjWj+l “‘Wm. Similarly, there exist j <k 6 m and u2 E X+ 
with u2 <swk such that ui =u2wk+l “.w,. Since u2d,ur <pWj and !&<,wk, u2<d 
WjWk. AsA*\A(*)~D(~), Wj=Wk. ByAcD(l), U2=Wj=Wk. Thus, U=Wl...Wj-lUl 
=WI “‘Wj_]U2Wk+l ” .w,=w~...Wi-]WjWk+l...w~~EA’ for Some l<i<m. 0 
There are non-overlapped languages A and B such that AB C D( 1). For instance, let 
{a, b} C X. Let A = {aba’b* 1 i > 1) and let B = {ab3aib4 1 i 2 l}. Then it is not difficult 
to show that A, B are non-overlapped and AB c D( 1). For two non-overlapped languages 
A and B, we have the following characterization of AB being d-minimal. 
Theorem 29. Let A, B C X+ be two non-overlapped languages. Then AB C D( 1) if and 
only if A+B+ & D( 1). 
Proof. Clearly, if A+B+ G D( 1 ), then AB C D( 1). To show the converse, let AB C: D( 1) 
and assume that A+B+ $ D( 1). Choose w E A+B+\D( 1) such that lg(w) is minimal. By 
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Proposition 7, there exists u EX+ with lg(u) < ilg(w) and u <dW. Let w =x1x2 .x,yl 
y2.“y, for some x, EA, yj EB, 1 <ifm and 1 <j<n. If Ig(u)>lg(xl . ..x.,,), then 
there exist ~1 EX+ such that U=XI . ..x.ur. Since U=XI ‘..x,,,ur <dw=xl .“x,yl t.’ 
y,. UI <dylJ’z.. . yn. By Proposition 28, UI E B’ for some i. Since B is a bifix code, 
~~=y~-,+r ...yn. As ~r<dyl”.y,,, i<n. Let w’=x~...x~y~...y,,_~. Then w’eA+B+. 
From U =X1 . . .X,y,_i+l . . yn <dw = W’y,_,+j . y,, it follows that XI . ‘x, <did. 
Thus lg(w’) < lg(w) and w’ E A+B+\D( 1). This contradicts the minimality of lg(w). 
By a similar argument, lg(u) > lg(yl . y,) also implies a contradictory result. Now let 
lg(tl)dlg(xr . ..x.,,) and let lg(u)<lg(yr . ..y.,). Then there exist 1 <i<m and ul EX+ 
with uld,x; such that U=XI ..‘x,-rur. There also exist I<j<n and u~EX+ such 
that UI = u2yj+1 . . .yn and u2Gsyj. AS U~<,UI 6,x;, ~2 <dxiYj E AB. This contradicts 
the condition that AB C D( 1). It turns out that if AB & D( 1 ), then A+B+ C: D( 1). 0 
Consider a context-free grammar G which includes only the following two types of 
production rules: C + 1 or C +xDy for variables C and D, and x, y EX+. That is, 
G has no production rules of any one of the following three types: C +x (x # 1 ), 
C 4 xD and C ---f Dx. To simplify the notation, we call such a grammar an S-context- 
free grammar. Consider an S-context-free grammar G = (V,X, P, S). Let 
Ao = {x E X+ / there exist C, D E V, y E X+ such that C + xDy E P) 
and let 
BG. = {y E X+ / there exist C, D E V, x E X+ such that C ---) xDy E P}. 
From Theorem 29, we derive the following result, which can be used to construct 
d-minimal context-free languages. 
Proposition 30. Let G = (V,X, P, S) be un S-context_Jree grammar. If’ AG, BG dejined 
ubove are non-overlapped lclnguages with AGBG C D( I), then L(G)\{ 1) 2 D( 1). 
Proof. As L(G)\(l) CAiB;, by Theorem 29, L(G)\{ 1) i&L). 0 
We apply this result to construct an example of a d-minimal context-free lan- 
guage. Let {a, b} CX. Consider two finite non-empty sets AG C {abaib2 / i3 1) and 
B(; i {ab3a’b4 1 i 2 1). Let G be a grammar as in Proposition 30 such that Ao and BG 
are non-overlapped languages with A& (I D( 1). From Proposition 30 it follows that 
L(G)\{ 1) is a d-minimal context-free language. Moreover, we shall show that there 
exist d-minimal context-free languages which contain no infinite regular subsets. A total 
order < defined on X* is called strict if lg(u) < lg( u) implies u < v for every U, v E X” 
(see [S]). For any two infinite languages A,B, we consider (A, < I) and (B, <2) as two 
totally ordered sets, where 6 I and <2 may be different. Thus A and B can be listed 
according to the total orders d 1 and f2, respectively, as: 
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and 
B={~~<2~2<2~3<2...<2~,<2...} 
Then the ordered catenation of A and B is defined to be the set 
A n B= {ui~i ] ui E A, vi E B} (see [7]). 
An infinite language A LX+ is called regular-free if no infinite subset of A is regu- 
lar. Before constructing a regular-free disjunctive d-minimal context-free language, we 
quote the following two lemmas from [8]. 
Lemma 31 (Shyr [8]). Let (A, 6 I), (B, <2) be two infinite strictly ordered languages. 
If A is a prejix code, then A n B is a regular-free language. 
Lemma 32 (Shyr [8]). Let (A, <I), (B, 62) be two injinite strictly ordered languages. 
Then A n B is disjunctive tf and only if A or B is dense. 
Now, let X = {al,a2}. Define A+ = {u~,uz}+ where ui =a:a2 and 24 =alai. For 
WEA+, if W = Ui, Uiz . ’ . Ui,, then we let ti = ai? . . ai,ai,, where ai, EX, j E { 1,2,. . . , r} 
with 1 -<ij ~2. Clearly, lg(w) = 3 lg($). Let A+az and X+ai be ordered as: 
A+aZ = (ula2 <u2a2 <u:a3 <ulu2a2 <u2ula2 <u,‘a2 <u:a2 
<u:uza2<uluzulaz<...}; 
X+ai = {alai <a2ai <a:,: <azala: <alazag <aiai <aia: 
<aza:ai <ala2alal<. . .}. 
Then A+az and X+a: are strictly ordered, A+az is a prefix code, and Xfai is dense. 
Proposition 33. Let G = (V,X, P, S) be a context-free grammar, where V = {S, B} and 
P = {S + biBaiai, B + biBai, B + a2 1 i = 1,2}. Then L(G) is a regular-free disjunc- 
tive d-minimal context-free language. 
Proof. Of course L(G) is a context-free language. It is clear that 
L(G) = A+az nX’a3 2 
= {waz$ai ( w = bi, . . bi, E A+, CJ = ai, . . . ai2ai, EX+}. 
Since A+a2 = {waz 1 w E (aTa2, ala:}+} is a prefix code, by Lemma 3 1, L(G) is regular- 
free. As X+a: is dense, by Lemma 32, L(G) is disjunctive. For any word w E L(G), 
w = (bi, bi, . . . b,)a2(air . . . ai2ai, )a: = uazu^ai, where u = bi, bi, . . bi, for r > 1. From the 
definition of li, it follows that lg(u) = 3 lg(li). Assume that w 4 D( 1). By Proposition 7, 
there exists v ED(~) such that lg(v)< $lg(w) and v<dw. Thus lg(v)<lg(uaz). Since 
w = ua2iiai, ai is a suffix of w, whereas ai is not a suffix of any prefix of uaz. Hence 
lg(v)<3. As v ED( 1) and v<dw, v=u2 =a~. This contradicts the fact that ai #a~. 
Therefore, w E D( 1) and L(G) C D( 1). 0 
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Let X = {a, b}. Recall that the Dyck language Lo over X is defined by: 
Lo={u~X+Iu~=z.q, and &aab for every vd,u}. 
Let w E LD. Remark that u, dub for every u <$w. Moreover, if u Ex+ with u, = ub 
such that u Gs w or u Gp w, then u E LD. Let R = LD\LDL~. From the above observation, 
it is not difficult to show that if u, uv E R or u, vu E R, then v = 1. We call the set R 
the Dyck root of the Dyck language LD. One should have that R+ = LD. It is known 
that R is a dense context-free language (see [7]). 
Let u,vEX”, ufv, u,#v,, n > 1. Then consider x = a” and y = b”-Uh+Uu. Clearly, 
(xuy), = (xu.y)I, and (xvy), # (xvy)b. As x = a” and y = bn--u*fuO, if w E Pre(xuy) with 
w # xuy, then w, > wb. Hence, xuy E R and xvy $ R. This implies that u $6 v(&) for 
every u, v E X+ with lg(u) = lg(v) and u, # v,. Therefore, R is not regular. Since 
a(ab)+b S R. R is not regular-free either. Now, we show that the well known lan- 
guage R is a d-minimal bifix code. 
Proposition 34. R is a non-overlapped language, hence is (I d-minimal b&fix code. 
Proof. First, we show that R C D( 1). Let w E LD\D( 1). Then there exists u E X+ such 
that u <dW. Since u <rw, u, >ub. Since u csw, u, <ub. Thus u, = ub. By the def- 
inition of LD, UELD. Let w=vu. Then v4=t‘b too. Thus VELD and then w$!R. 
Hence R C D(1). Next we show that R2\RC2) CD(l). Assume on the contrary that 
there exists w E R*\R(*) with w $ D(1). Then there exist u <dw with lg(u) < ilg(w). 
Since w E R’\R(*), w=xy for some x,y~R, xfy. As RcD(l), u<,x and uQsy. 
By u <,x, u, 2 ub. By u d s y, u, <ub. Thus u, = ub. Hence u E R. From the defini- 
tion of R, it follows that u =x = y. This contradicts the condition that x # y. Thus 
R2\R(*) C D( 1). Therefore, R is a non-overlapped language and hence a d-minimal 
bifix code. 0 
5. d-minimality-annihilators of languages 
Recall that the d-minimality-annihilator &tm(A) of a non-empty language A 2 X+ 
is defined as c&,(A) = {u E X+ 1 Au C D( 1)). This section concerns the d-minimality- 
annihilators of languages. We investigate languages A such that t&,(A) = 0, r,jm(A) 
is finite, r&,(A) is disjunctive, or c&,(A) = b+ for some b EX. Now we consider 
languages A C X+ such that t&,(A) = 8. 
PrOpOSition 35. For A Cx+, if X c Pre(A), then adm(A) = 0. 
Proof. For any u EX+, let u = u’a for some u’ EX*, a EX. Since X 2 Pre(A), there 
exists v E A such that v = au’ for some v’ E X* Thus vu $6 D( 1) and Au $?G D( 1). There- 
fore, %&,,(A )= 8. 0 
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A language A C X+ is called a post-plus language if for u, v E X*, uv E A implies 
that uv+ CA [ 171. The following proposition shows that the d-minimality-annihilators 
of languages in X+ are post-plus languages. 
Proposition 36. For every A C X +, the language K&(A) is a post-plus language. 
Proof. Let u, v E X* be such that uv E ad,,,(A). Then for every w EA, wuv E D( 1). By 
Lemma 8, wuv+ G D( 1). Thus Auv+ C D( 1) and hence uv+ C %dm(A). 0 
For A CX+, let A(+) = iJi,, A(‘). Then from Proposition 36, it is clear that C(dm(A) = 
(adm(A))(+) for every A C X +. Thus, there exists no language A 2 X+ such that Mdm(A) 
= {a”b’ 1 n > 1) for a, b E X, a # b. As an immediate consequence, one has the follow- 
ing: 
Corollary 37. For every A C X+, Q,,(A) is either empty or injkite. 
In the rest of this paper, we consider languages A such that C(dm(A) is non-empty 
and disjunctive or regular. 
Theorem 38. For a $nite language A C X+, if adm(A) # 8, then ah(A) is disjunctive. 
Proof. Let n = max{lg(u) 1 u E A}. Since A is finite, n < co. Choose u E A such that 
lg(u)=n. Let u=au’ for some a EX and u’ EX*. Since cQ,,(A)#!?l, X $2 Pre(A). 
Let b E X\Pre(A). Of course, b # a. Consider any v, w E X+, v # w, lg(v) = lg(w). Let 
nz = lg(uv), let x = vabm+2u and let y = ab m+2. Then uxvy~D(l) and uxw,v~D(l). 
Since lg(u) = n is the maximal length of words in A and b E X\Pre(A), Uxwy E D( 1) 
for every U E A. Thus, xvy $2 Edm(A) and xwy E ad,(A). Therefore, v $ w(PXdrn(~)). By 
Proposition 13, @&,,(A) is disjunctive. 0 
On the other hand, the d-minimality-annihilator of an infinite language A CX+ is 
not necessarily empty or disjunctive. Let X = {a, b}. Let A0 = {u E aX* 1 u $2 xb+yx for 
all x, y E X*}. In fact, A0 is a context-sensitive language as it is accepted by a linearly 
space-bounded non-deterministic Turing machine. The following proposition will show 
that M,&,,(Ao) is the infinite regular language b+. 
Proposition 39. c&,,(AO) = b+. 
Proof. Clearly, adm(Ao) CX*b. Let v l X*b\b+. Then v =xab’ for some i > I and 
x E X*. Since ab’ E Ao, ab’v = ab’xab’ @ D( 1). Thus v $ Qm(AO). This implies that Cl&, 
(Ao) C b+. To show the converse, let u E aX* be a word such that ub’ 4 D( 1) for 
some i 3 1. We want to show that u $4 Ao. As ub’ $! D(l), by Proposition 7, there exists 
v ED( 1) such that lg(v)G llg(ub’) and v<d ub’. Thus ub’= vyv for some y E X*. 
Furthermore, since u E ax”, v~aX*b’. That is, v=axb’ for some XEX”. Hence, 
ub’ = axb’yaxb’ and u = axb’yax $ Ao. It shows that if u EAO, then ub+ C D( 1). That 
is, b+ C ~ld~(Ao). Therefore, Qm(AO) = b+. 0 
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For k 3 1, let the regular language Ak be defined as Ak = {ah’ 1 i 3 k}. Then we show 
that qm(Ax) = h+ for every k 3 1. 
Proposition 40. Xdm(Ak) = b+. 
Proof. It is clear that c&(Ak)C_X*b and Akb+ SD(l). That is, h+ gzd,,,(Ak). Con- 
versely, let u E X*b\b+. Then z’ =xab’ for some i 3 1. Since ah’+” E Ak and ab’+kxabi $ 
D( I), c $i cud,,,. Thus zdm(Ak) C b+. Therefore, ccdm(Ak) = hf. 0 
From Propositions 39 and 40 it follows that ?&(B) = bf for every B with Ak 2 B 2 A0 
for some k 3 1. Thus, the d-minimality-annihilator of the context-free language B = {a’ 
b’1l<i<,j} is b +. Hence for regular languages, context-free languages and context- 
sensitive languages, the d-minimality-annihilators could be the same. Indeed, A0 is 
the maximal language over {a, b} such that its d-minimality-annihilator is b+. Con- 
sider u q! Ao. Then u = 1, u = axb”vax or u = by for some x, ,v E X” and k 2 1. It fol- 
lows that ub* = b* 4 D(l), ub” = axbk yaxh” @ D( 1) or ub = hyb $! D(l), respectively. 
Thus, b+ g X&,,({ u}) and, hence, A” is the maximal language over {a, 6) such that its 
d-minimality-annihilator is b+. However, for a given language B CX+, whether there 
is a minimal language A LX+ such that Q,,,(A) = B is still an open problem. 
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